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Abstract

Classical or traditional steganography aims at hiding a secret in cover media such as text, image, audio, video or
even in network protocols. Recent research has improved this approach called distributed steganography by
fragmenting the secret message and embedding each secret piece into a distinct cover media. The major interest
of this approach is to make the secret message detection extremely difficult. However, these file modifications leave
fingerprints which can reveal a secret channel to an attacker. Our contribution is a new steganography paradigm
transparent to any attacker and resistant to the detection and the secret extraction. Two properties contribute to
achieve these goals: the files do not undergo any modification while the distribution of the secret in the multi-
cloud storage environment allows us to hide the existence of the covert channel between the communicating
parties. Information’s are usually hidden inside the cover media. In this work, the covert media is a pointer to
information. Therefore the file carries the information without being modified and the only way to access it is to
have the key. Experiments show interesting comparison results with remarkable security contributions. The work
can be seen as a new open direction for further research in the field.
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Introduction
The rapid development of internet leads to an increase
dependence in almost all areas of life. In the same way
that it promotes communications, it also poses a threat
both to users and to state institutions with the spying
and theft of information. To tackle this annoyance, two
security techniques are used: steganography and crypt-
ography. The main difference between the two is the se-
cret access mechanism. One goes unnoticed while the
second is unreadable by transformations [1].
Steganography is mainly used for secret communica-

tions by setting up a cover channel [2]. Steganography is
the art of writing secret data so that no one except the
recipient is aware of the existence of the secret message
[3]. Popular steganography techniques hide the secret in
digital content such as text, image, video and audio files
[4–7]. While other techniques insert the secret in the

network protocols [8]. The study of steganographic sys-
tems is evaluated with three main characteristics: cap-
acity, robustness and security. Capacity measures the
volume of secret data that is hidden in the cover media.
Robustness concerns resistance to destruction or modifi-
cation of the hidden data (steganogram). While security
assesses the ability of an eavesdropper to detect hidden
information. Although, security is usually the most desir-
able characteristic [9].
A successful steganography depends on the carrier

medium that does not raise attention [10]. This is why
the best carrier choice for steganogram must be popular
as well as transparent when inserting the steganogram
[11]. Thus, the cloud is an ideal candidate for enabling
secret communications. A number of steganographic
techniques are used to transfer and secure the data
stored in the cloud storage [12]. These techniques gener-
ally respond to the problems of confidentiality of user
data stored in cloud servers [13].
These methods refer to classical steganography com-

pared to distributed steganography [14] which aims to
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hide the secret in several covert medium instead of one.
The distributed steganography has the merit of making
difficult the secret message detection. This is only pos-
sible by a meticulous modification of each cover
medium. However, these modifications leave fingerprints
which can reveal a secret channel by an attacker [15,
16]. Moreover, the simple fact that the attacker knows
that there exists an exchange between the two can raise
suspicion. When these scenarios are realized the whole
steganographic model collapses. Therefore, here is an
overview of the usual features of classical steganography:

� The communicating parties are known: the files are
sent from one to the other [4, 17, 18];

� The transferred files are altered for secret insertion:
the embedding and extraction process use different
approaches such as a special character like non
breaking space(A0), punctuation marks, word
synonyms and linguistic properties [4, 17–19];

� The exchanged files are commonly subject to steg
analysis: the covert channel establishment will be
detected [15, 16, 20–22]. Consequently, the deletion
or modification of the covert media leads to the loss
of the entire secret;

In this paper, our contribution consists in proposing a
new distributed steganography scheme based on the
processed files integrity. Thus, it guarantees that the ex-
changed files do not undergo any modification. This en-
sures a good security level with an undetectable secret
communication. The technique used exploits file storage
in several cloud service providers. This solution is an ex-
cellent tool useful for the organizations for data exfiltra-
tion in case of espionage or to keep secure the
participants shared keys involved in a secret sharing.
This work contributions are summarized as follow:

� The communicating parties are not known: there is
no direct link between them during the
communication process. One uploads files in the
cloud storage while the second exploits these files;

� The transferred files are not altered for secret
insertion: each file implicitly holds a part of the
secret data;

� The exchange files are robust against steg analysis:
the proposed technique focuses on maximum
resiliency against secret detection and extraction.

� The ability to use any file extension to establish the
covert channel while maintaining their integrity.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section 2
and section 3 study classical and distributed steganogra-
phy respectively. The new distributed scheme is pre-
sented in section 4. Experimental results are done in

section 5 and finally section 6 is devoted to the
conclusion.

Classical steganography
In this section, we will revisit some shortcomings related
to classical steganography.
In 1984, Simmons presents the interest of steganogra-

phy through the prisoner’s problem [23], where Alice
and Bob plan to escape from prison. Their communica-
tion goes through the warden who searches for any hid-
den communication between the two and if he detects
one, he will separate them and cause their failure to es-
cape. Then, the two prisoners must use ingenuity to
keep their communication undetectable. Alice and Bod
must use a channel that is invisible to the warden. This
secret channel is known as the covert channel. Figure 1
shows the security model applied to cryptography [24].
This communication conveys secret information in a
manner that it can be observed by an adversary. It uses
the unsecured regular communication channel.
The general process of steganography achieves unsus-

pecting communications with two current algorithms:
the embedding algorithm which consists in altering the
cover media (text, image, video, audio or network proto-
col) to insert the secret message using a key shared
between the parties in communication. This produced a
stego media. The second is the extracting algorithm
which consists in dissociating the covert message from
the media carrier according to the stego media and the
secret key. The extraction is said to be reversible when
the cover media obtained is identical to the initial.
The main concern of steganography is stealth, because

if an attacker, passive or active, can detect the presence
of the secret message, from there, he can try to extract it
and to decrypt it, if it is encrypted. Thus, steganography
techniques must focus on maximum resiliency against
detection and extraction. In contrast, two unexpected
actions can militate in favour of the detection and ex-
traction of the message. The first is the attacker’s ability
to know the existence of a communication between
Alice and Bob. The stego media is generally sent to Bob
via an open or insecure channel. The simple fact that
the attacker knows there exists an exchange between the
two can raise suspicion. The second action is the at-
tacker’s ability to capture and to study in depth the
content of the messages exchanged to reveal the ex-
istence of a covert channel. The attacker can achieve
this objective by performing steg analysis and finally
detects or extracts the secret message. The attacker
can even go further by deactivating the hidden mes-
sage so that the recipient cannot extract it and / or
modify the hidden message to send incorrect informa-
tion to the recipient [25].
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When these scenarios are realized the whole stegano-
graphic model collapses. These covert channel detection
are motivated and carried out mainly by computer fo-
rensic examiners which collect evidence related to a past
crime. But also by secret government and corporate ser-
vices to prevent espionage.
Some steganography detection tools on image and

audio files have been described using advanced statis-
tical tests [26–29] such as higher-order statistics,
Markov random fields, linear analysis, wavelet statis-
tics, and much more [20]. Regarding data hiding in
network communications, several studies are capable
of detecting covert channels while others prevent all
secret communications. Goudar’s work [30] uses
second-order statistical tools such as the adjacency
histogram and the normalized adjacency histogram to
detect secret communications. While Muawia’s work
[31] uses crafting and replaying packet tools to dis-
able hidden messages.

Distributed steganography
In this section, we will revisit some shortcomings related
to distributed steganography.
Distributed steganography [32, 33] is an improve-

ment of classical steganography which aims at frag-
menting a secret and then hidden in several covert
media, which makes it more difficult to detect the
whole secret message. This is applied when there are
various independent senders and only one recipient.
Thus the receiver acquires the union of distinct in-
puts. With the advent of cloud technologies, it is
common nowadays for users to hide secret informa-
tion in a mass of images and stored them in the
cloud space. These stego images are then shared with
the recipient to extract the secret. In general, these
embedding algorithms deal with the issue of distribut-
ing the payload in a sequence of images to avoid

detection. This explains the emergence of embedding
strategies of payload distribution in multiple images
by fusing multiple features to describe image com-
plexity [14]. Other recent strategies are based on the
image texture complexity and the distortion distribu-
tion as indicator for secure capacity of each cover
image [34]. These strategies are applied on single
image steganographic algorithms and experiments
shown better resistance to modern universal pooled
steganalysis compared to existing methods.
Xin Liao et al. [35] have proposed a model of the dis-

tributed steganography (see Fig. 2), where n sending par-
ties p1, p2, ...,pn wishes to establish a covert channel with
a receiver R. Each party only knows its covert message
mi while no one else apart from the receiver R can
retrieve the combination of these secrets messages by re-
ceiving it through a public channel. The fact of protect-
ing a secret data through several people is named as
secret sharing [36]. Secret sharing schemes require three
main phases: generation of the target key, distribution of
the share keys to participants and reconstruction of the
secret. The target key can thus be obtained from a set of
n shares determined automatically by the dealer of the
system. The latter distributes a share key to each par-
ticipant via a private channel. Finally, the system
combines the different share keys to access the sys-
tem from the target key obtained [37]. This principle
was originally proposed by Shamir [38] and Blakley
[39]. Secret sharing is applied in critical areas requir-
ing access controlled by multiple users such as rocket
launching, opening of bank safes, proof correctness of
electronic voting systems [40].
Improvements in secret sharing have been proposed

for allowing access to a restricted number of partici-
pants, called (k, n) secret sharing. The k value is
known as the secret share threshold and must be less
than or equal to n. As a constraint, the

Fig. 1 The model of a two-party communication using encryption [24]
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reconstruction of the target key requires at least k
participants [41]. One of the approaches which is in-
spired by this principle is the counting based secret
sharing [40], consisting in generating the share keys
by replacing at various positions of the secret key one
or two 0-bits by a 1-bit. Therefore, the reconstruction
of the target key is obtained by adding bit by bit the
share keys of the same position, so that the result bit
is equal to 1 if the sum is equal to the value of the
threshold k and 0 otherwise. This technique requires
less computation as a strength, however it generates a
reduced number of shares. Several optimizations have
been made to guarantee the security of shared keys
[42] as well as to enhance the number of generated
shares [43, 44]. These schemes are excellent tools
useful for cryptographic protocols. Moreover, they are
also used in steganography to hide in a distributed
manner the share keys of each participant. To this
end, methods are provided for concealing the target
key in specific covert media such as text [45, 46] or
images [47, 48].
Distributed steganography is interesting because it

makes detection task more complicated by spreading
the secret in various media and store them in random
places. However, simply modifying a media to incorp-
orate a secret can raise attention for establishing a
covert channel. This can be noted by performing steg
analysis [49, 50]. More seriously, if the suspicious is
proved to be true, the deletion or modification of a
single covert media can lead to the loss of the entire
secret.
To illustrate these limits we will take images con-

sidered as one of the most used media in steganogra-
phy. If an algorithm can determine the presence of a
secret message in a covert media then the whole steg-
anographic system used is considered broken [28].
However, it is hardly practical for a steganalizer to
know the algorithm used in all the variety of existing
steganographic system. This is why universal methods
emerge named as blind steganalisis, are capable of

detecting any new or unknown embedding algorithm
[15, 16]. The process is performed in two main
phases: a training phase using original images with
features extraction and a second phase for the images
classification. This technique detects original images
and stego images. It motivates us to develop a stega-
nographic method perfectly undetectable with current
steganalized methods by exchanging covert media
without modifying them. In addition, the covert chan-
nel is capable of handling all types of covert media.
Table 1 shows a comparison of steganographic tech-
niques based on two criteria: the covert media type
used as well as the modification of the cover media.

Fig. 2 The model of distributed steganography [34]

Table 1 Steganographic techniques comparaison based on the
covert media type and covert media modification

Classical Steganography

References Text Image Audio Video Covert Media
Modification

Liu et al. [51]
Lee et al. [19]
Ekodeck et al. [4]
Khosravi et al. [17]

✓ × × × ✓

Sahu et al. [5]
Su et al. [52]

× ✓ × × ✓

Jiang et al. [6]
Ali et al. [53]

× × ✓ × ✓

Pilania et al. [7]
Baziyad et al. [54]

× × × ✓ ✓

Distributed Steganography

References Text Image Audio Video Covert Media
Modification

Gutub et al. [45]
Gutub et al. [46]

✓ × × × ✓

Yang et al. [14]
Liao et al. [34]
Gutub et al. [47]
Gutub et al. [48]

× ✓ × × ✓

Our proposal ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ×
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The comparison ends with the positioning of the
method to be proposed.

The proposed scheme
The proposed covert channel is a new paradigm, trans-
parent to secret communication between the two parties.
The solution uses the cloud storage space to store files.
The uploaded files undergo no alteration, the informa-
tion associated with each of them is their classification
order in a list of files. Thereby, the file selection and
uploading to the cloud depends on the secret to be
shared with the receiver.
The original idea of steganography was proposed by

Simmons [23]. The basic idea was to hide secret data
inside the cover media to go unnoticed. Related
works [4–7] based the design of their steganographic
schemes on this idea.
The original contribution is the proposal of a steg-

anographic scheme where the files used as covert
media carry the information without being modified.
The cover media is a pointer to secret data. This
secret data is found in the key. This key consists of
the following sets: the list of clouds and login cre-
dentials, the lists of files and the base used. The
sender and the receiver exchange this key before ini-
tiating their secret communication. The keys ex-
change can be done in a physical meeting or using
encrypted communications. As a concrete example, a
secret agent C is employed by his origin country A.
During a physical meeting in the country’s govern-
ment agency A, the agency officials give to the secret
agent a removable memory which contains the key.
Country A sends the secret agent in the country B.
During his spy mission in country B, the secret
agent sends confidential information from country B
to country A.

Overview
The communication model proposed in Fig. 3, shows
the sender and the receiver sharing identical lists of
documents. The sender transcodes the secret in a
specific base and group them into k blocks of
n values: b0, b1, ..., bk-1. For each value of a given
bloc, the files at this index value are sent to the
cloud. The process is repeated for every secret block.
To each block is assigned a new list. The receiver
having the same access to each cloud, browses them
to recover the saved files. Thereafter, he reconstructs
the secret from these file positions found in the lists.
The originality of this scheme is the opponent dis-
ability to make any communication link between the
sender and the receiver.

The covert channel model
The covert object
These are any extension files, selected to be dropped in
multiple clouds storage environment. The cloud storage
providers used are named as: c0, c1, ..., cn-1, n ≥ 2.

The embedded message
Any message format can be concealed. The prelimin-
ary step requires that the secret be encoded in a
given base.

The key
Three elements are shared between the sender and the
receiver:

� The cloud order c0, c1, ..., cn-1;
� The authentication accounts (user name and

password) for cloud access named as:
w0, w1, ..., wn-1;

� A set of disjointed lists L(0), L(1), ..., L(k-1), where each
list i contains exactly B files: LðiÞ0 ; LðiÞ1 ;…; LðiÞB − 1, i =

Fig. 3 Overview of the proposed scheme
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0,1, ..., k-1. These files can take any format type such
as text, image, audio, video, application, archive, ...

� The base B such that: |L(0)| = |L(1)| =
… = |L(k − 1)| = B.

Notations and hypothesis
These notations are useful for the embedding algorithm
as well as for the secret extraction:

� s: the input secret formatted in base 2 or 10;
� B: the base used such that: B ≥ 2;
� (zq − 1 … z1z0) B: is the secret representation in base B;
� Mat [i]: is the ith block of the secret;
� Mat [i,j]: is the value at position j of the block

number i;
� n: is the number of clouds handled;
� k: is the secret bloc number or the number of lists

used;
� L(i): is the ith files list. Each secret block uses a

distinct list i, 0 ≤ i ≤ k-1;
� LðiÞj : is the j

th file in the list number i, 0 ≤ i ≤ k-1 and
0 ≤ j ≤ B-1;

Here are hypothesis of the proposed scheme:

� Lists:L(0), L(1), …, L(k-1) are disjointed:
i1, i2 designating Lists, 0 ≤ i1, i2 ≤ k-1,
j1, j2 designating files, 0 ≤ j1, j2 ≤ B-1,

if i1 ≠ i2 then Lði1Þj1
≠Lði2Þ:j2

Embedding algorithm
This is done by performing the following steps in the
sender side. The corresponding flowchart is presented in
Fig. 4.

1) The secret is converted in base B
2) The secret representation in base B is split in block

of n values;
3) For each secret block;

a) Open the first cloud storage with the associated
user name and password;

b) For each value of the block.
i. Find in the list the file having these value index;
ii. Send to the cloud the related file ;
iii. Open the next cloud storage with the

associated user name and password.

Fig. 4 The proposed embedding scheme flow chart
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Extraction algorithm
This is done by performing the following steps in the re-
ceiver side. The corresponding flowchart is presented in
Fig. 5.

1. Browse each managed cloud storage;
a. Authenticate with the user name and password;
b. Recover the files found in the list shared

between the sender and the receiver;
c. Determine the indexes of these files;
d. Sort the indexes in the numbering order of the

lists where they come from;
e. Store the indexes by column in a matrix;

2. Use the secret base value B to retrieve the secret in
decimal stored in the matrix;

3. Transcode the secret from the decimal
representation to binary;

4. Delete from the clouds all the files used to recover
the secret.

Time complexity analysis
In this subsection, we investigate the time complexity
analysis of the proposed steganographic scheme. We as-
sume that we have a secret s to distribute between n
cloud storages using the base value B. We also assume
that the secret s is hidden using k file lists, each contain-
ing B files. The proposed embedding scheme converts
the secret s in base B in O(logB(s)). The subdivision of s
into blocks and the choice of files to be stored in the
cloud are done in O(n ∗ k). Consequently, the embedding
scheme time complexity is O(n ∗ k).
In the proposed extraction scheme, we assume that

the cloud contains m files. The files extraction from the
cloud contained in the lists is done in O(m ∗ k ∗ B).
Moreover, the secret is converted to decimal in O(n ∗ k).
Finally, the secret decimal value conversion to base 2 is
done in O(log2 (s)). Therefore, the time complexity of
the secret extraction scheme is O(m ∗ k ∗ B).

Evaluation
In order to assess the performance of the proposed
method, a theoretical estimation of the hidden bits in
multi-cloud storage environment is given. Then experi-
ments will show in detail the steps necessary to realize
the covert channel. Finally, discussion and security ana-
lysis are performed on the proposed scheme.

Hidden secret bits estimation in the clouds storage
The focus here is to hide secret bits in a set of n cloud.
Each cloud embeds a value in base B, and this value can
vary from 0 to B-1, so B possibilities. Then for a set of n
clouds, there is Bn possibilities. So, for a secret with k
blocks, the number of hidden bits is:

k� log2 Bnð Þ¼k�n� log2 Bð Þ:

Example
To describe our proposed data hiding scheme, simple nu-
merical examples are detailed below. In this examples, s = 1,
111,101,101,000,001 a 16-bit secret and the number of man-
aged clouds is set to four (n= 4). The storage providers used
and their respective IDs are: SugarSync (c0), Dropbox (c1),
OneDrive (c2) and Google Drive (c3). Table 2 shows associ-
ated cloud login credentials. The four lists L(0), L(1), L(2) and
L(3) used to embed the secret are presented in Table 3. Then,
four scenarios are highlighted with the base taking these suc-
cessive values: B= 2, B= 4, B= 9 and B= 17. Each case pre-
sents the secret distribution between these cloud storage
environments and explains in detail how the secret is embed-
ded and extracted using file lists. Note that the file lists, the
base value, the set of clouds and their login credentials are
the key, shared between the sender and the receiver.
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Case 1: s = 1,111,101,101,000,001, n = 4 and B = 2
Let’s follow these steps to embed the secret key:

� Step 1: The secret is already represented in base 2,
s = (1111101101000001)2;

� Step 2: The secret is subdivided into groups of 4
bits, because of the four clouds available. From right
to left this gives 4 blocks: 0001 0100 1011 1111;

� Step 3: For each block, each bit is linked to a
distinct cloud in the order c0, c1, c2 and c3:

Bloc #0 Bloc #1 Bloc #2 Bloc #3

0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1

↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓

c3 c2 c1 c0 c3 c2 c1 c0 c3 c2 c1 c0 c3 c2 c1 c0

• Step 4: Bits of the same cloud are grouped together.
Therefore, the secret parts of each cloud are:

c0 c1 c2 c3

1 0 0 0

0 0 1 0

1 1 0 1

1 1 1 1

Table 2 The set of 4 cloud service providers handled and their
login credentials

Code Cloud Name Login Password

c0 SugarSync userlogin0@gmail.com User-pwd0

c1 Dropbox userlogin1@gmail.com User-pwd1

c2 OneDrive userlogin2@gmail.com User-pwd2

c3 Google Drive userlogin3@gmail.com User-pwd3

Fig. 5 The proposed extraction scheme flow chart
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� Step 5: The four lists of Table 3 are used to hide
the four secret blocks. Hide respectively the 1st,
2nd, 3rd and 4th row of the matrix obtained in
step 4 with the list L(0), L(1), L(2) and L(3). More
specifically, each value is replaced by the file
having this index in the corresponding list. These
files act as pointers to the data to be kept secret.
The stego files to be uploaded in each cloudare
allocated as follows:

List Cloud c0 Cloud c1 Cloud c2 Cloud c3

L(0) article.docx thesis.docx thesis.docx thesis.docx

L(1) scheduling.xlsx scheduling.xlsx statistics.xlsx scheduling.xlsx

L(2) results.pptx results.pptx conference.pptx results.pptx

L(3) cryptography.pdf cryptography.pdf cryptography.pdf cryptography.pdf

� Step 6: The last embedding step is to transfer the
files article.docx, scheduling.xlsx, results.pptx and
cryptography.pdf to the cloud c0; thesis.docx,
scheduling.xlsx, results.pptx and cryptography.pdf to
the cloud c1; thesis.docx, statistics.xlsx,
conference.pptx and cryptography.pdf to the cloud
c2; thesis.docx, scheduling.xlsx, results.pptx and
cryptography.pdf to the cloud c3.

Let’s follow these steps to extract the secret:

� Step 1: The files of each cloud are compared to
those available in the four lists L(0), L(1), L(2) and L(3).

When the names are identical, these files are
retrieved and sorted in ascending order of list
numbering. The files extracted by cloud and by list
are as follows:

Cloud L(0) L(1) L(2) L(3)

c0 article.docx scheduling.xlsx results.pptx cryptography.pdf

c1 thesis.docx scheduling.xlsx results.pptx cryptography.pdf

c2 thesis.docx statistics.xlsx conference.pptx cryptography.pdf

c3 thesis.docx scheduling.xlsx results.pptx cryptography.pdf

� Step 2: The files in each list are then replaced by their
number. The sequence of each cloud obtained is:

Cloud L(0) L(1) L(2) L(3)

c0 1 0 1 1

c1 0 0 1 1

c2 0 1 0 1

c3 0 0 1 1

� Step 3: Each binary sequence belonging to a cloud is
stored in column inside a matrix called Mat:

Table 3 The four file lists and their index number
(a) L(1) (b) L(2) (c) L(3) (d) L(4)

0 thesis.docx 0 scheduling.xlsx 0 conference.pptx 0 dataHiding.pdf

1 article.docx 1 statistics.xlsx 1 results.pptx 1 cryptography.pdf

2 balanceSheet.docx 2 budget.xlsx 2 slideshow.pptx 2 deepLearning.pdf

3 report.docx 3 data.xlsx 3 marketing.pptx 3 linearAlgebra.pdf

4 meeting.docx 4 bill.xlsx 4 management.pptx 4 dataScience.pdf

5 opportunities.docx 5 Evaluation.xlsx 5 slides.pptx 5 publications.pdf

6 lesson.docx 6 gradebook.xlsx 6 animation.pptx 6 sourceCode.pdf

7 chapter.docx 7 stocks.xlsx 7 overview.pptx 7 dataAnalysis.pdf

8 introduction.docx 8 simulation.xlsx 8 speech.pptx 8 modelingLife.pdf

9 tutorial.docx 9 project.xlsx 9 seminar.pptx 9 cloudComputing.pdf

10 redaction.docx 10 analysis.xlsx 10 symposium.pptx 10 masterDegree.pdf

11 news.docx 11 curves.xlsx 11 resume.pptx 11 bachelorDegree.pdf

12 book.docx 12 quotation.xlsx 12 shopping.pptx 12 bithdayCerti
cate.pdf

13 exercise.docx 13 finance.xlsx 13 accounts.pptx 13 passport.pdf

14 anthem.docx 14 classes.xlsx 14 clinical.pptx 14 human.pdf

15 journal.docx 15 salaries.xlsx 15 aviation.pptx 15 contacts.pdf

16 editor.docx 16 phonebook.xlsx 16 audition.pptx 16 awards.pdf
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Mat ¼
1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
1 1 0 1
1 1 1 1

0
BB@

1
CCA

� Step 4: Compute m, the secret in decimal using the
base value (B = 2). The variables i and j respectively
scan the rows and columns of the matrix Mat. The
conversion is done as follows:

m ¼
X3
i¼0

X3
j¼0

Mat i; j½ � � 2 i�4ð Þþ j

¼ 1�20 þ 0�21 þ 0�22 þ 0�23 þ 0�24 þ 0�25 þ 1�26
þ 0�27þ

1�28 þ 1�29 þ 0�210 þ 1�211 þ 1�212 þ 1�213
þ 1�214 þ 1�215

¼ 1þ 64þ 256þ 512þ 2 048þ 4 096þ 8 192
þ 16 384þ 32 768

¼ 64; 321

� Step 5: The secret s is obtained by converting m to
base 2: (64321)10 = (1111101101000001)2

� Step 6: All the files retrieved in step 1 of extraction
are removed from the cloud storage.

Case 2: s = 1,111,101,101,000,001, n = 4 and B = 4
In this case, the secret s and the number of clouds n
remain unchanged. The base considered is B = 4. Let’s
follow these steps to embed the secret:

� Step 1: The secret is converted to base 4:

1111101101000001ð Þ2 ¼ 64321ð Þ10 ¼ 33231001ð Þ4;

� Step 2:The secret is subdivided into groups of 4
values, because of the four clouds available. From
right to left this gives 2 blocks: 1001 3323

� Step 3:For each block, each value is linked to a
distinct cloud in the order c0, c1, c2 and c3:

Bloc #0 Bloc #1

1 0 0 1 3 3 2 3

↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓

c3 c2 c1 c0 c3 c2 c1 c0

• Step 4: Values of the same cloud are grouped together.
Therefore, the secret parts of each cloud are:

c0 c1 c2 c3

1 0 0 1

3 2 2 3

� Step 5: Two lists of Table 3 are used to hide the
two secret blocks. Hide respectively the 1st and
2nd row of the matrix obtained in step 4 with
the list L(0) and L(1). Each value is replaced by
the file having this index in the corresponding
list. The stego files to be uploaded in the clouds
are allocated as follows:

List Cloud c0 Cloud c1 Cloud c2 Cloud c3

L(0) article.docx thesis.docx thesis.docx article.docx

L(1) data.xlsx budget.xlsx data.xlsx data.xlsx

� Step 6: The last embedding step is to transfer the
files article.docx and data.xlsx to the cloud c0;
thesis.docx and budget.xlsx to the cloud c1;
thesis.docx and data.xlsx to the cloud c2; article.docx
and data.xlsx to the cloud c3.

Let’s follow these steps to extract the secret:

� Step 1: The files of each cloud are compared to
those available in the two lists L(0)andL(1). When the
names are identical, these files are retrieved and
sorted in ascending order of list numbers. The files
extracted by cloud and by list is as follows:

Cloud L(0) L(1)

c0 article.docx data.xlsx

c1 thesis.docx budget.xlsx

c2 thesis.docx data.xlsx

c3 article.docx data.xlsx

� Step 2: The files in each list are then replaced by their
number. The sequence of each cloud obtained is:

Cloud L(0) L(1)

c0 1 3

c1 0 2

c2 0 3

c3 1 3

� Step 3: Each sequence belonging to a cloud is stored
in column inside the matrix Mat:
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Mat ¼ 1 0 0 1
3 2 3 3

� �

� Step 4: Compute m, the secret in decimal using the
base value (B = 4). The conversion is done as
follows:

m ¼
X1
i¼0

X3
j¼0

Mat i; j½ � � 4 i�4ð Þþ j

¼ 1�40 þ 0�41 þ 0�42 þ 0�43 þ 3�44 þ 2�45 þ 3�46
þ 3�47

¼ 1þ 64þ 768þ 2 048þ 12 288þ 49 152

¼ 64; 321

� Step 5: The secret s is obtained by converting m to
base 2: s = (64321)10 = (1111101101000001)2

� Step 6: All the files retrieved in step 1 of extraction
are removed from the cloud storage.

Case 3: s = 1,111,101,101,000,001, n = 4 and B = 9
In this third case, the secret s and the number of clouds
n remain unchanged. The base considered is B = 9. Let’s
follow these steps to embed the secret:

� Step 1: The secret is converted to base 9:

1111101101000001ð Þ2 ¼ 64321ð Þ10 ¼ 107207ð Þ9;

� Step 2: The secret is subdivided into groups of 4
values, because of the four clouds available. From
right to left this gives 2 blocks: 7207 10.

� Step 3: For each block, each value is linked to a
distinct cloud in the order c0, c1, c2 and c3:

Bloc #0 Bloc #1

7 2 0 7 1 0

↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓

c3 c2 c1 c0 c1 c0

� Step 4: Values of the same cloud are grouped
together. Therefore, the secret parts of each cloud are:

c0 c1 c2 c3

7 0 2 7

0 1

� Step 5: Two lists of Table 3 are used to hide the two
secret blocks. Hide respectively the 1st and 2nd row
of the matrix obtained in step 4 with the list
L(0) and L(1). Each value is replaced by the file having
this index in the corresponding list. The stego files to
be uploaded in the clouds are allocated as follows:

List Cloud c0 Cloud c1 Cloud c2 Cloud c3

L(0) chapter.docx thesis.docx balanceSheet.docx chapter.docx

L(1) scheduling.xlsx statistics.xlsx

� Step 6: The last embedding step is to transfer the
files chapter.docx and scheduling.xlsx to the cloud c0;
thesis.docx and statistics.xlsx to the cloud c1;
balanceSheet.docx to the cloud c2 and chapter.docx
to the cloud c3.

Let’s follow these steps to extract the secret:

� Step 1: The files of each cloud are compared to
those available in the two lists L(0) and L(1). When
the names are identical, these files are retrieved and
sorted in ascending order of list numbers. The files
extracted by cloud and by list is as follows:

Cloud L(0) L(1)

c0 chapter.docx scheduling.xlsx

c1 thesis.docx statistics.xlsx

c2 balanceSheet.docx

c3 chapter.docx

� Step 2: The files in each list are then replaced by their
number. The sequence of each cloud obtained is:

Cloud L(0) L(1)

c0 7 0

c1 0 1

c2 2

c3 7

� Step 3: Each sequence belonging to a cloud is stored
in column inside the matrix Mat. Empty entries in
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the matrix are replaced by zeros. The resulting
matrix looks like this:

Mat ¼ 7 0 2 7
0 1 0 0

� �

� Step 4: Compute m, the secret in decimal using the
base value (B = 9). The conversion is done as
follows:

m ¼
X1
i¼0

X3
j¼0

Mat i; j½ � � 9 i�4ð Þþ j

¼ 7�90 þ 0�91 þ 2�92 þ 7�93 þ 0�94 þ 1�95 þ 0�96
þ 0�97

¼ 7þ 162þ 5 103þ 59 049

¼ 64; 321

� Step 5: The secret s is obtained by converting m to
base 2:

s ¼ 64321ð Þ10 ¼ 1111101101000001ð Þ2
� Step 6: All the files retrieved in step 1 of extraction

are removed from the cloud storage.

Case 4: s = 1,111,101,101,000,001, n = 4 and B = 17
In this last case, the secret s and the number of clouds n
remain unchanged. The base considered is B = 17. Let’s
follow these steps to embed the secret:

� Step 1: The secret is converted to base 17:

1111101101000001ð Þ2 ¼ 64321ð Þ10 ¼ D19Að Þ17;

� Step 2: The secret is subdivided into groups of 4
values, because of the four clouds available. This
gives one block: D19A.

� Step 3: For each block, each value is linked to a
distinct cloud in the order c0, c1, c2 and c3:

Bloc #0

D 1 9 A

↓ ↓ ↓ ↓

c3 c2 c1 c0

� Step 4: Values of the same cloud are grouped
together. Letters in the block are also replaced by
their equivalent: D = 13 and A = 10. Therefore, the
secret parts of each cloud are:

c0 c1 c2 c3

10 9 1 13

� Step 5: As the subdivision gave one block, just one
list is used. Hide the vector value obtained in step 4
with the list L(0). The stego files to be uploaded in
the clouds are allocated as follows:

List Cloud c0 Cloud c1 Cloud c2 Cloud c3

L(0) redaction.docx tutorial.docx article.docx exercise.docx

� Step 6: The last embedding step is to transfer the
files redaction.docxto the cloud c0; tutorial.docx to
the cloud c1; article.docx to the cloud c2 and
exercise.docx to the cloud c3.

Let’s follow these steps to extract the secret:

� Step 1: The files of each cloud are compared to
those available in the list L(0). When the names are
identical, these files are retrieved and sorted in the
order in which the lists were created. The files
extracted by cloud and by list is as follows:

Cloud L(0)

c0 redaction.docx

c1 tutorial.docx

c2 article.docx

c3 exercise.docx

� Step 2: The files in each list are then replaced by their
number. The sequence of each cloud obtained is:

Cloud L(0)

c0 10

c1 9

c2 1

c3 13

� Step 3: The sequence stored in column in the matrix
Mat. The resulting vector looks like this:
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Mat ¼ 10 9 1 13ð Þ
� Step 4: Compute m, the secret in decimal using the

base value (B = 17). The conversion is done as
follows:

m ¼
X0
i¼0

X3
j¼0

Mat i; j½ � � 17 i�4ð Þþ j

¼ 10�170 þ 9�171 þ 1�172 þ 13�173

¼ 10þ 153þ 289þ 63 869

¼ 64; 321

� Step 5: The secret s is obtained by converting m to
base 2:

s ¼ 64321ð Þ10 ¼ 1111101101000001ð Þ2
� Step 6: All the files retrieved in step 1 of extraction

are removed from the cloud storage.

Discussion
In this paper, we propose a steganographic scheme for
secret distribution resistant to detection. Compared to
related work, secret extraction assumes that files do not
undergo any modification when distributing the secret
in multi-cloud storage environment, by hiding the exist-
ence of the covert channel between the communicating
parties. As examples 1 to 4 show, the data distributed in
the clouds decrease as the value of the chosen base in-
creases. We have respectively distributed 16, 8, 6 and 4
values with base B = 2, 4, 9 and 17 in examples 1 to 4,
considering a fixed secret size and clouds number. We
also observe that the base value choice has an impact on
the number and the size of the file lists necessary for the
secret dissimulation. Each list must contain at least B
files and the number of lists must be identical to the
blocks number obtained after splitting the secret mes-
sage represented in base B. In example 1, four lists are
used, then in examples 2 and 3 only two lists are used
and finally a single list in the last example. Moreover,
the files available in the lists are not fully used. The base
value indicates the number of files to manage both for
secret insertion and extraction. Indeed, only 2, 4, 9 and
17 files are respectively taken into account in each of the
lists of examples 1 to 4. An additional argument that ar-
gues in favour of the proposed scheme security is the
ability to use any file extension to establish the covert
channel such as images (.png, .jpg, ...), binary files (.exe,
.bin, ...) text files (.txt, .doc, ...), and so on. In this case,

the word, excel, powerpoint and pdf files were used while
maintaining their integrity. Another important note
should be raised when using the multi-cloud storage en-
vironment. These can be multiple accounts available
from a single or multiple storage providers. In the exam-
ples of this work we used accounts from four different
providers name as: SugarSync, Dropbox, OneDrive and
Google Drive.
Ultimately, a comparison of these examples reveals

that example 4 has a better distribution of the secret in
the four chosen clouds. Only one file is deposited in
each cloud, which is not the case in the other examples.
This also facilitates the secret extraction by reducing the
search time for files available in the lists. In general, the
embedding program takes as input the base value, the
number of clouds and the directories containing the lists
of files, then outputs the files to be uploaded to each
cloud in directories. While the extraction program takes
as input a set of files from the clouds, the base value, the
clouds number and the lists, then outputs the secret. For
a better distribution of the secret, an optimal choice
must be made on the following two parameters: the
clouds number and the base value.

Security analysis
In the literature, some techniques [4, 17–19] use a
special character insertion to hide information like:
space, ASCII code character A0, characters coloring, text
justification. In our method, no special character is used.
Thus, by just observing the file content, there will be no
suspicious items. Therefore, the file content doesn’t
attract the adversary attention.
Security analysis is done by considering two attacks

hypothesis:

Hypothesis 1:an attack by an adversary who doesn’t
have the ability to access the cloud accounts. This
adversary has the following limits:
� He doesn’t know the key (the cloud user name and

password, the files lists, the base);
� He doesn’t know the clouds storage content;
� He doesn’t know that a secret communication is

taking place by observing only the files transfer
between the clouds. Nothing can reveal the secret
communication existence because there is no
addition of special information in the exchange
files.

Hence, it does not attract the adversary’s attention. In
short, he can’t do anything.

Hypothesis 2: an attack by an adversary who can
partially or fully access the accounts of the different
clouds. This adversary has the following limits:
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• He doesn’t know the key (the files lists and the base).
If the adversary gets the file lists by accessing the cloud
accounts, he must find the correct order of the secret
distribution in the clouds as well as the numbering of
the lists and files contained in these lists. Therefore, he
must perform B ! ∗ k ! ∗ n! permutations in a case of
exhaustive search for a successful attack. Unfortunately,
this number of permutations is exponential.
• He can’t make a link between Alice and Bob. The
only connection between Alice and Bod is during the
key exchange. After that, there is no direct
communication between them. In the proposed
steganographic scheme, there is only communication
between each party and the cloud. As presented in the
Fig. 6, the secret channel doesn’t make a direct
connection between Alice and Bob. Thus, the usual
security model as mentioned in the Fig. 1 is broken.

Just like Hypothesis 1, he can’t do anything.

Conclusion
In this paper a new steganography paradigm,
transparent to any attacker and resistant to the detection
and the secret extraction was proposed. Two properties
contribute to achieve these goals: the files do not
undergo any modification while the distribution of the
secret in the multi-cloud storage environment allows us
to hide the existence of the covert channel between the
communicating parties. Related works hide usually infor-
mation inside the covert media. In this work, the covert
media is a pointer to information. Therefore the file car-
ries the information without being modified and the only
way to access it is to have the key. The experiments car-
ried out have shown that the secret distribution in the
clouds decreases as the value of the chosen base in-
creases. Moreover, the base value choice has an impact
on the number and the size of the file lists necessary for
the secret dissimulation. An additional argument that ar-
gues in favour of the proposed scheme security is the
ability to use any file extension to establish the covert

channel while maintaining their integrity. Another
important note should be raised when using the multi-
cloud storage environment. These can be multiple
accounts available from a single or multiple storage
providers.
The paper shows interesting comparison results with

remarkable security contributions. The work can be seen
as a new open direction for further distributed stego
research. Future work will consist in improving the
scheme by proposing optimal parameters allowing a
better distribution of the secret. We will also study the
robustness of the proposed technique in the face of very
large secret data. We are also motivated to design new
steganographic schemes resistant to detection by
preserving the shared files integrity.
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